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ABSTRACT 

A major challenge in pool-boiling heat transfer lies in the limit of the Critical Heat Flux 

(CHF) and Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC), which is caused by the poor counterflow of liquid 

and vapor over a heated surface, especially at high heat fluxes. To overcome this challenge, we 

favorably controlled liquid and vapor flow for efficient phase separation using 3D engineered 

wicks, i.e., monolayer, columnar, and mushroom post wicks, thereby improving the CHF and 

HTC. The monolayer wicks in the pool boiling test with and without a mushroom post structure 

enhanced the CHF by 20% and 87%, respectively, compared with a plain surface. It was found 

that the CHF enhancement was attributed to the pitch distance, 3.5 mm, which effectively reduced 

hydrodynamic instability (Rayleigh–Taylor) wavelength. A further reduction of the pitch distance 

of 1 mm resulted in a 250% improvement in the CHF, in agreement with theory. The columnar 

and mushroom posts with monolayers increased HTC by tenfold compared with the plain surface. 

This increase was related to the reduced conduction path through the thin monolayer wick in the 

controlled vapor region, and through the columnar and mushroom post wicks (a vapor chamber-

like environment in pool boiling). The wicks also improved the HTC and CHF in the vapor 

chamber where a similar technical challenge remains, i.e., surface dryout. The wick performances 

were tested using a face-down test setup to focus only on the capillary-driven liquid supply. The 

effects of individual design parameters such as particle size and distance, and the number of wick 

layers were investigated separately. The wicks were fabricated using 30–200 μm copper particles, 

while the post and phase-separating sections used 200 μm particles for all samples. The results 

showed that 60 μm particles resulted in the minimal wick superheat for the monolayer wicks. 

Additionally, it was found that the two- and three-layer wicks substantially decreased the wick 

superheat compared with the monolayer wick.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

1.1 Introduction  

Phase change has proven to be an efficient method of heat transfer in thermal management. 

The coefficient is quite high in this process, which makes it possible to dissipate large amounts of 

heat. Because miniaturization in electrical devices increases thermal load over a limited surface 

area, it is necessary to develop advanced cooling solutions for thermal management. In recent 

decades, many studies have focused on flow boiling due to its potential for yielding high heat 

dissipation while maintaining a relatively consistent temperature at the boiling surface [1, 2]. 

Boiling heat transfer is typically categorized into pool and flow boiling, depending on the flow 

condition. With forced convection, flow boiling typically offers a more efficient heat transfer 

mechanism; however, it requires additional mechanical operations such as a mechanical pump. 

Although the flow boiling provide an improved Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) from the 

additional heat transfer mechanisms of the forced convection, these techniques are less competitive 

in comparison with passive systems that use pool boiling principles due to complex operations and 

poor cost effectiveness [3].  

A passive, phase-change-based cooling system offers a high heat flux with a minimal 

temperature gradient for various applications, including miniaturized electronic cooling, 

renewable energy systems [4-9], and safety operations in energy production, as it does not need 

pumps or complicated flow control systems. There are merits and drawbacks involved in the 

selection of flow or pool boiling for thermal management purposes; however, recently published 

studies indicate that under certain circumstances, the flow boiling HTC in microchannels is 

identical to the HTC in pool boiling. The similarities between the basic heat transfer mechanism 
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in microchannel flow boiling and that of pool boiling include transient conduction, and 

micromovement and microlayer evaporation, which play a similar role in both. The main 

difference between these two processes stems from the strong inertia forces in the bulk flow, 

leading to a strong shear stress at the surface [10]. Therefore, pool boiling offers a reliable method 

of thermal management for various applications. 

In passive phase-change-based systems, the working fluid and surface properties and the 

interaction between the two define the efficiency and limitations of the system. The main technical 

challenges here are the limited heat removal capability, the so-called Critical Heat Flux (CHF), 

and the poor HTC due to premature surface dryout [11-15]. On a plain surface, the surface dryout 

is related to poor liquid supply to an evaporator. Liquid supply is limited by critical liquid-vapor 

hydrodynamic wavelength, i.e., the Rayleigh–Taylor instability wavelength [16].  

With the increased need for computing power and the growth in energy demand, improving 

the efficiency of thermal management systems is imperative. Any development in understanding 

the phase change heat transfer will lead to an increase in the efficiency of cooling-heating systems 

and thus an advancement in the energy savings and reliability of thermal management systems. 

Recently, phenomenal progresses in theory and experimental aspects have been achieved. In 

particular, recent emergent boiling surface modification techniques have led to a better realization 

of experiments that suggest theoretical mechanisms, as working fluids are not as easy as the surface 

to manage. Physical and chemical properties of a surface, such as roughness, surface tension, 

wettability, and porosity affect the surface effectiveness in a phase change that can be easily 

manipulated, which makes the surface modification an effectual way to improve the phase-change 

heat transfer competency. The application of porous and modulated surfaces in boiling and 

evaporation enhancement is widely accepted in thermal management systems that use liquid 
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supplied arteries to keep the evaporation site wet. Some well-known examples of these systems 

are heat pipes and vapor chambers, which are considered artery evaporator systems [17-20]. Many 

fundamental aspects of surface modulation for improved HTC and CHF have yet to be developed 

in order to reach to the maximum theoretical limits. Here, we examine multilevel microstructure 

modifications for CHF and HTC enhancements using novel 3-D sintered-particle wick structures, 

with the aim of actively controlling hydrodynamic instability wavelength, and we use the 

monolayer wick to improve the HTC. 

1.2 Background 

1.2.1 Phase Change  

Boiling refers to evaporation at the solid-liquid interface. This process occurs when the 

temperature (Ts) of a surface exceeds the saturation temperature (Tlg) at the corresponding liquid 

pressure. Heat transfer from the solid surface to the liquid being heated is based on Newton's law 

of cooling which is expressed by equation (1). 

 lg( )sq h T T   (1) 

The process is identified with the formation of vapor bubbles that continuously detach from the 

surface. The growth and motion of vapor bubbles have a complex relationship with excess 

temperature, surface properties, and thermodynamic properties such as surface tension. The 

formation of vapor bubbles also greatly affects fluid motion near the heated surface, and in turn, 

the HTC.  

In boiling systems, if the heated surface is kept wet using liquid, it is possible to eliminate high 

heat fluxes by using a small temperature difference between the surface and the saturated liquid. 

If a wet surface is used as the heated surface, heat is transferred via two mechanisms; (1) bubbles 

form in the active cavities of the heated surface and heat transfer occurs via nucleate boiling, (2) 
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heat transfers to the liquid film, and subsequently transfers to the bulk liquid through the surface, 

which causes evaporation at the vapor-liquid interface. In nucleate heating, a large volume of 

energy is transferred relative to the latent heat (compared with the large energy change in the liquid 

due to the system temperature potential). Therefore, removing or reducing the liquid in the heated 

wall dramatically reduces the heat transfer rate [21]. In pool boiling, the temperature drastically 

decreases with distance from the wall, with the bulk of the liquid remaining at the saturation 

temperature.  

The pool boiling curve consists of the heat flux and superheat temperature of the wall. The CHF 

indicates the maximum nucleate boiling, and HTC indicates the surface capability to dissipate heat. 

The curve indicates the maximum HTC and CHF in boiling heat transfer. As can be seen, phase 

change cooling performance is limited by the CHF. This has led to extensive research on improving 

the geometrical shape of boilers to enhance the HTC and CHF [12]. The heat flux, q, through the 

heated surface is dissipated by transferring heat via the temperature difference between the solid 

surface, Ts, and the saturation temperature, Tlg, i.e., Ts - Tlg. The steam generates bubbles at the 

surface, and when the bubbles grow large enough, they detach from the solid surface via the phase 

transition buoyancy force. With the increase in heat flux, steam morphology and motion become 

visible. This process is described in Figure 1. 

In pool boiling, there are three major regimes, namely nucleate boiling, transient boiling, 

and film boiling [14]. Nucleate boiling is an important regime in pool boiling studies that we 

investigate extensively, and our study focuses on the nucleate regime prior to the CHF.   
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Figure 1. Heat flux as a function of superheat with bubble morphology in pool boiling [13]. 

1.2.1.1 Nucleate Boiling  

As mentioned, pool nucleate boiling refers to vaporization at nucleation sites on a hot 

surface suspended in liquid at a temperature above the liquid saturation temperature [22]. In 

nucleate boiling, bubbles considerably increase the heat transfer rate. Bubble attributes and 

behaviors must be measured to understand the mechanisms governing the boiling process. Such 

measures clarify the relationship between the structure and temperature of the evaporative surface, 

the superheat boundary layer, and the subcooled bulk liquid [23]. 

 Nucleate boiling is accompanied by evaporation on hot surfaces (evaporation centers) and 

gives the water-vapor mix a highly heterogeneous and complex structure [24]. The main factors 

that influence nucleate boiling heat transfer are as follows: heat flux, the thermophysical properties 

of the working fluid, and the properties of the surface (e.g. thermophysical properties, dimensions, 

geometrical shape, thickness, direction, and roughness of the materials, etc.). Overall, the influence 

of surface properties on boiling processes depends on thermal conductivity, the solid-liquid-vapor 
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relationship, and the nucleus shape and size (microstructure). All these parameters are correlated; 

however, they are studied separately due to measurement difficulties. In many industrial 

applications, such as energy conversion, electrical systems cooling, thermal micro exchangers, 

etc., boiling is performed in a narrow spaces [25]. 

Three mechanisms have been identified in recent decades for enhancing heat transfer 

efficiency in nucleate pool boiling:  

 The transition state and replacement of the layer of superheated liquid in contact with the 

heated surface;  

 Evaporation of small liquid layers via the formation of bubbles;  

 Liquid circulation adjacent to a growing or detaching bubble. 

The mentioned mechanisms greatly depend on bubble formation and its motion. In a 

boiling cycle, HTC is primarily determined by natural motion where the heated surface plays a 

vital role in determining the HTC. However, this vital role becomes apparent at the onset of 

nucleate pool boiling due to the high nuclear density. In general, nucleation processes are mainly 

categorized into two processes: heterogeneous and homogeneous. The heterogeneous process, 

which is the main known process, involves the development of bubbles on the boiling interface as 

a result of entrapped gases within the imperfections and cavities of the heated surface. The 

homogeneous process, on the other hand, requires a higher degree of superheat and involves 

bubble nucleation within the bulk liquid itself [26]. In this study, the focus is on homogeneous 

nucleation, and the bubble formation and morphology that impacts the maximum heat that can be 

removed from the surface through boiling.  
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1.2.2 Pool Boiling Critical Heat Flux (CHF)  

As mentioned, the CHF indicates the maximum nucleate boiling. Beyond the CHF, the heat 

removal capacity significantly decreases, thereby resulting in surface burnout; therefore, the 

prediction of the CHF is crucial. Overall, the limitations and performance of any phase-change-

based thermal management system are dependent on liquid supply and vapor escape mechanisms. 

This approach, which deals mostly with fluid behaviors at CHF, is the subject of Fluid Side 

Modeling (FSM) studies. Although the FSM approach does not consider the surface properties and 

materials, it provides a good understanding of the CHF process, and accurate predictions. FSM 

models focus on counterflow patterns and characteristics in addition to the vapor choking. Vapor 

choking can happen through the interfacial instability of liquid vapor paths, or the coalescence of 

bubbles on the surface that restricts the wettability of the cooling liquid.  Depending on the choking 

process, different models may be used to explain the CHF. Hydrodynamic models rely on Kelvin–

Helmholtz and Rayleigh–Taylor instability wavelength theories. In these replications, the vertical 

conduits are assumed to be paths where vapor escapes from the heated surface, and liquid columns 

coming down to wet the surface. As in boiling, we deal with two fluids with different densities and 

velocities that are stabilized with surface tension; the Kelvin–Helmholtz wavelength,  𝜆𝐾𝐻 , 

equation (2), defines the critical balance between the surface tension and the velocities. The 

Rayleigh–Taylor wavelength, 𝜆𝑅𝑇, equation (3) describes the instability of the interface between 

the vapor and the cooling liquid while the buoyancy force is in place [27]. 

 

 2 ( )
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Lienhard et al. explained that the CHF in forced displacement boiling was like CHF in pool 

boiling via replacing the hydrodynamic instability analyses with the very simple concept of 

“conservation of mechanical energy,” which is based on the equilibrium between the kinetic 

energy of vapor flow and the energy required by the surface to develop the liquid-vapor interface. 

However, it should be noted that on infinite surfaces, the outlet vapor and inlet liquid flows 

simultaneously become unstable due to the inverse flow pattern [28]. 

There are many models for pool boiling CHF; however, the model proposed by Zuber is 

based on a flat, horizontal surface that is infinite, and is among the most popular. Through the 

increase in heat flux, the liquid flow rate feeding the surface increases, as well as the counter flow 

resistance and vapor volume. At the point that ug becomes greater than the defined critical value 

for the circular vapor conduits by 𝜆𝐾𝐻, the CHF occurs, and the process starts with a phase change 

surface reduction due to the spread of partial dryout spots. On a plain surface, the surface dryout 

is related to a poor liquid supply to an evaporator and limited by the critical liquid-vapor 

hydrodynamic wavelength, i.e., the Rayleigh–Taylor instability wavelength. For an infinitely large 

plain surface, the CHF, qCHF,Z, is predicted by equation (4) [16] 

 
CHF,Z

1/2 1/4( )]
24

g lg l gq h g  


      (4) 

where g and l are the vapor and liquid densities, respectively, hlg is the heat of evaporation, and 

 is the surface tension. This limiting pool-boiling performance has motivated considerable 

research efforts to understand the dryout mechanisms and enhance the CHF and HTC. By 

extending the Zuber model to limited objects, Lienhard et al. obtained valuable results by studying 

the CHF.  In this case, in the Zuber model, for a dense liquid at the top and a less dense vapor 

moving upward, the 𝜆𝑏 is defined as ,b

9

2
RT c  


which is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Plain surface vapor-liquid columns and instability wavelength. 

As mentioned above, the FSM approaches neglect the effect of the surface properties that affect 

the bubble departures, like effusivity, wettability, and contact angle. The Surface Side Models 

(SSMs) consider the surface temperature profiles, and the microlayer of fluid under the bubbles. 

These models are more effective in terms of predicting events like nucleation site formation and 

partial dryout at the micro level. Rohsenow and Griffith, equation (5), developed a model that 

shows the relation between the average of the bubble departure velocity, liquid velocity, buoyancy 

and pressure [29]. This model considers bubble coalescence; however, calculating f and db could 

be challenging.  
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Although we benefit from surface modification and contact angle effects in this work, there are 

still many unknown parameters in SSM approaches. Therefore, the experimental method and FSM 

will be used, and we consider the Zuber equation for predicting the CHF.   
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1.2.3 Surface Characteristics at Boiling  

The CHF leads to an extreme increase in surface temperature, which causes serious damage 

to a thermal system. Clearly, a high CHF and low superheat is desirable for the safe system 

operations. Some common solutions for achieving these goals are as follow: a) oxidation and 

deposition of a hot surface to increase the wetting capability of liquid; b) vibrating the hot surface 

to increase bubble release; c) coating or extending the hot surface to increase the heat transfer area;  

d) rotating the hot surface to increase bubble detachment and liquid deposition; e) vibrating the 

fluid to increase bubble detachment and liquid contact; f) using electrical fields to increase bubble 

detachment from the surface by using dielectrophoretic forces to increase liquid renewal. Also, 

parameters such as surface topography, surface dimensions, and the chemical properties of the 

surface influence the boiling process [30].  

Altering these parameters will provide more sustainable and reliable solutions for 

increasing the CHF and lowering the superheat compared with any other method. Given this 

introduction, this section discusses the impact of surface properties on nucleate boiling heat 

transfer. This approach is divided into manipulation of physical (surface roughness) or chemical 

(surface tension) properties of the surface. The physical approach includes:  

 Modifying surfaces by generating roughness, using a microstructure or 

nanostructure overlay, or using a nanoparticle suspension (nanofluids) that leads to 

nanoparticle deposition on the surface. 

 Increasing the effective heat transfer surface via extended surface areas, i.e., array 

of fins. 

 Using wicks to increase the liquid dispersion over the heated surface via capillary 

pumping, resulting in delayed drying of the regions below the vapor layers.  
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Additionally, nanowires are another branch of materials potentially useful to enhance boiling 

efficiency [31]. 

1.2.3.1 Wettability  

Pool boiling efficiency is measured using the two parameters HTC and CHF. Betz et al. 

reported that flat surfaces with hydrophilic and hydrophobic properties can improve the 

performance of pool boiling. They studied different integrated networks of hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic regions, concluding that all the designed networks increased HTC. They found that 

heat flux and CHF increased in hydrophilic networks with hydrophobic regions. In fact, 

hydrophilic networks were used to prevent the formation of an insulating vapor layer [32].  

Nanocoating methods modify surface topography and chemical properties at the nanoscale 

to change the water contact angle from 20° to 110°. For a hydrophilic (wet) surface, increased 

wettability also increases the vapor bubble outlet radius while reducing bubble dispersion 

frequency. Therefore, lower superheat is required to facilitate initial bubble growth on 

hydrophobic (dry) surfaces. Nevertheless, a bubble contacting a hydrophobic surface cannot 

detach from the wall, and its curvature radius increases with time. At higher heat flux, bubbles 

propagate on the surface and merge with bubbles that form on the other side, thus covering a wide 

surface with vapor. The best HTCs are achieved for a surface with a water contact angle close to 

0° or 90°. Today, advances in nanocoating without significant microscale changes in surface 

topography allow for modification of the wettability property. Extremely small particles (smaller 

than 100 nm) are referred to as nanoparticles, and they can deposit on a hot surface. It is possible 

to change the water contact angle from 0° to 180° by changing the material. Metal Organic 

Chemical Vapor Deposition (MOCVD), Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD), 

and Nanofluid Nucleate Boiling Deposition (NNBD) are solutions that may be suitable for this 
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purpose. The NNBD method is relatively new and requires further investigation as to its industrial 

value. Nevertheless, the MOCVD and PECVD methods are already popular and well-known. 

Several models for predicting the initiation of formation, and the growth and detachment 

of bubbles have been developed. Increased boiling heat transfer is more due to the reduced surface 

tension rather than increasing the wettability. Griffith and Wallis conducted some tests on tapered 

single gaps with a diameter of 0.08 mm that were formed by pressing a needle on the boiling 

surface. They found that compared with wet (clean) gaps, dry gaps (paraffin coated) were more 

stable during heat transfer. Gaertner continued to study nucleation sites on surfaces where gaps 

were coated in a dry substance. He found that the surface of the coated gap started boiling at a 

lower superheat and remained active longer. Accordingly, if the whole surface was coated, heat 

transfer significantly increased. The reason for this is that bubble formation results in vapor 

formation across the whole surface. Oxidative copper is also widely known as a popular method. 

Surface wettability can be modified by controlling the degree of surface oxidation [33]. 

Liaw and Dhir experimentally showed the void coefficient of the wall increases when 

surface wettability decreased. However, the maximum heat flux decreases with an increase in 

contact angle. In any case, oxidative copper can introduce microscale changes in surface 

topography, and this is the scale for nucleation sites [34, 35]. 

1.3 Scope and Objectives  

The main purpose of this research is to review the effectiveness of innovative surface 

geometries in boiling heat transfer, and their impact on the CHF, and to provide fundamental 

insight about the design parameters in vapor chambers and thermal management systems. The 

tailored two-phase flow characteristics of wicks, and their impact on CHF and the HTC will be 

investigated theoretically and experimentally. In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of modulated 
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surfaces, porous structures, and liquid-artery assisted pool boiling using modulated surfaces will 

be discussed. We introduce the innovative 3D wick structure, and pool boiling experimental results 

will be discussed. Moving forward, in Chapter 3 the role of individual design parameters, including 

particles sizes and distances, number of layers in the wick, and the impact of fabrication techniques 

will be studied experimentally using downward modulated wicks fabricated with 30–200 m 

copper particles. The results will be compared with that of a bare surface and prediction models 

for validation. Conclusions will be discussed in Chapter 4.  

This work focuses mainly on the limits of liquid and vapor flows at evaporation sites as 

they relate to CHF and the HTC using FSM approaches, and does not address the topics covered 

in SSMs or characteristics. Sintered spherical copper particles will be used to fabricate wicks on a 

copper base, and boiling will occur under atmospheric pressure and horizontal orientation. In this 

study, the upper limits for CHF and the HTC will be studied thorough physical and geometrical 

surface alterations, and the impacts of surface tension, density change due to temperature variation, 

and surface roughness effects will not be covered. Therefore, the focus of this work is on porous 

and modulated coatings that provide superior liquid and vapor counter flow paths, which facilitate 

vapor escape and liquid supply to the evaporation site, and in return lead to higher CHF, delayed 

dryout, and improved HTC .    
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CHAPTER 2 

POOL BOILING ENHANCEMENT USING MULTILEVEL MODULATED WICK 

2.1 Modulated and Porous Surface   

Porous surfaces with pores and cavities are used to increase boiling heat transfer 

performance. The improved performance of coated surfaces is a result of the increase in nucleation 

sites and the frequency of bubble bursting. However, the effects are not limited to these. The use 

of porous surfaces in evaporation is considered in the practice of liquid supply artery design to 

feed phase change zones, and a good example of such an application is heat pipe design [27]. At 

the onset of boiling in transparent structures, the initial bubble quickly grows, and the vapor 

produced at the liquid-vapor interface breaks down into many small bubbles. Furthermore, 

increasing the roughness of a hydraulic surface significantly decreases the contact angle. 

Therefore, micro- and nanoscale surfaces and interconnected structures have been developed to 

enhance boiling and evaporation. Special surface geometries that increase the efficiency of 

nucleation boiling are one of the most important aspects of newer heat transfer technologies. There 

have been significant breakthroughs in heat transfer technology using special surface geometries 

that enhance nucleate boiling performance. Such special surface geometries increase the HTC. 

One early approach was to employ uniformly thick microporous structures [36-38]. 

Nishikawa et al. employed uniform sintered particles to examine the effects of coating 

thickness on a tube surface on the CHF and the HTC, and reported that ~ 1 mm was the optimal 

thickness [39]. While surface area may increase, the boiling coefficient is usually defined by the 

designed surface or flat surface. For more than 50 years, it has been known that roughness can 

enhance nucleate boiling performance. Porous thermal coatings in combination with a positive 
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dual component mixture, as working fluid, reduce bubble size and coalescence. Increasing liquid 

motion towards the heated surface also increases the pool boiling HTC [40]. 

The development of nanosurfaces and microsurfaces has led to great progress in 

determining boiling heat transfer mechanisms and has increased the HTC. Several studies have 

focused on achieving the appropriate surface properties for improving thermal performance. 

Despite the noticeable increase in boiling heat transfer, there are still unknown phenomena, such 

as the mechanisms that triggers CHF, and the optimization of heat transfer surfaces. When a great 

amount of heat is conducted through a liquid-submerged porous structure, it begins to boil and the 

temperature gradient decreases due to the nucleate boiling. Compared with a flat surface, a porous 

structure generates more vapor bubbles, which indicates a higher HTC. Additionally, with the 

increase in the temperature of the porous structure, more cavities are activated in the porous 

structure to generate more bubbles. Therefore, nucleate pool boiling heat transfer increases if more 

cavities are not activated [41]. 

Jones et al. studied the effect of surface roughness on pool nucleate boiling heat transfer. 

They used water and fluorine FC-77 as fluids with different thermal conductivities and 

wettabilities. They produced different roughness types via polishing and machining. They 

observed different trends in the HTC according to surface roughness using the two fluids. In 

fluorine FC-77, the HTC consistently increased with surface roughness. In water fluid, the HTC 

was higher for the machined surface than for the polished one, however, both surfaces increased 

the HTC. They reported that in water and fluorine FC-77 fluids, the HTC was strongly influenced 

by surface roughness, whereas compared with polishing, the surface roughness generated via 

machining increased the HTC for fluorine FC-77 and water, respectively, by 210% and 100% for 

the same surface [42]. Kushar et al. studied reentrant cavities in microchannel surfaces to 
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investigate the enhancement of heat transfer efficiency. They concluded that a high Reynolds 

number indicated transition boiling, while nucleation boiling occurred at low Reynolds numbers. 

Accordingly, they proposed a criterion for the changes between nucleate boiling and transition 

boiling. Considering the HTC, their criterion does not seem suitable; however, it predicts the CHF. 

On rough surfaces, increasing the number of active cavities (that absorb the vapor) provides 

bubbles with a wider growth surface, which in turn increases boiling volume [43]. 

O’Connor and You and Chang and You concluded that a microporous coating enhanced 

both the CHF and the HTC in pool boiling, and that the enhancements were related to the increased 

active nucleation site density [44, 45]. Borzenko and Malyshenko examined the dryout 

mechanisms in porous coatings by measuring the surface temperature to further understand the 

CHF and HTC enhancement mechanisms [46]. Kim and You also reported increased active 

nucleation sites density, along with decreased bubble size, and increased departure frequency are 

effective for increased convection heat transfer and/or favorable hydrodynamic instability changes 

[47]. Hwang and Kaviany examined various uniform microporous coatings using sintered copper 

particles of different particle sizes and different types of copper particles on pool boiling 

performance using n-pentane, and showed a doubled CHF with significant HTC improvements 

[48]. They concluded that the CHF enhancement of the uniform microporous coatings was 

attributed to the reduced hydrodynamic instability wavelength, while different types of particles 

could change the HTC. Choon et al. (2006) investigated pool boiling enhancement using a uniform 

metallic foam at sub-atmospheric pressure, i.e., 1.8 kPa, and concluded that the enhanced HTC 

could be explained using the modified Rohsenow correlation [49]. Li and Peterson studied the 

effects of the wire diameter, porosity, and thickness of a sintered copper mesh on enhancing CHF 

and HCT using water [50, 51], including a different vapor escape mode that depended on different 
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aspect ratios of heater size to porous layer thickness [52]. Launay et al. fabricated Si micropillar 

structures coated with carbon nanotubes (CNTs) to enhance pool boiling performance using 

PF5060 and water as working fluids [53]. They found that the CNTs helped to increase the HTC, 

especially in the low superheat region. Furbeg and Palm used foam structures (dendrite 

microstructures) to visualize that the bubble departure frequency increases using R-134a and FC-

72 due to the increased evaporation sites, and this, in turn, results in an HTC improvement [54]. 

Pialago et al. also developed a cold spray Cu-CNT composite coating technique and applied it for 

pool boiling performance enhancement using R-134a [55]. This surface improves the CHF up to 

74% with moderate superheat reduction. Similarly, Zheng and Park also employed ball-milled Cu-

composite coatings for pool boiling performance enhancement [56]. Kim et al. reported the effects 

of different coolants (R-123 and water) on the CHF and HTC in pool boiling using uniform 

microporous coatings [57]. Xu and Zhao investigated gradient metal foam for controlling the 

desired bubble morphology, and mitigated the property of high fluid resistance by controlling foam 

density [58]. Recently, Gheitaghy et al. employed the electrodeposition method for a uniform Cu 

microstructure to enhance pool boiling performance, which resulted in a 60% CHF enhancement 

with a 200% improvement in the HTC [59]. Sun et al. used microgrooves with reentry cavities, 

aiming to increase the HTC and the early onset of nucleate in pool boiling [60]. 

Micro-machined surfaces have also been used to enhance the CHF and HTC. Kim and Choi 

used machined microporous structures on tubes to improve pool boiling performance up to 6.5-

fold compared with a plain surface using R-11, R-123, and R-134a [61]. Das et al. studied the 

effects of microchannels on pool boiling by increasing the evaporation areas, and this resulted in 

a heat flux enhancement up to 250 W/cm2 using water [62]. Cooke and Kandlikar investigated 

CHF and HTC enhancement in pool boiling using open microchannels (200–400 m) and water, 
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showing a maximum heat flux of 244 W/cm2 (without reaching CHF) with HTC of 26.9 W/cm2-

K [63]. The enhancements were related to early bubble nucleation, larger bubble departure 

diameters, and improved HTC from a larger vapor generation rate in the presence of an extended 

heated surface area [63, 64]. Kruse et al. employed a femtosecond laser to fabricate a mound-like 

microstructure coated with the nanostructures on a stainless-steel surface to enhance the CHF and 

HTC using water [65]. They concluded that the enhancements were related to improved wicking 

and wettability. Jaikumar and Kandlikar employed microchannels (300–762 m) coated with 

sintered particles (fin top, channels only, and entire fin surfaces) to understand the effects of a 

controlled liquid supply and bubble escape mechanism on the CHF and HTC [66]. This study 

showed an improvement in CHF up to 420 W/cm2 over 1 cm2 at 1.7 °C using fin top sintered 

particles. Dhillon et al. examined micropillar structures with nanopillars on the CHF enhancement 

mechanism, using direct bubble morphology and local temperature distributions. They concluded 

that the CHF mechanism was related to an improved rewetting time in the presence of the 

micropillar structures [67]. 

To further improve the pool boiling performance, non-uniform surface engineering 

approaches have been also employed, and thorough reviews of the literature can be found in a 

previous work [68]. Liter and Kaviany employed a 3D conical wick structure to control the 

dominant bubble nucleate sites through a thin wick, and the critical hydrodynamic instability 

wavelength using the pitch distance of a thick wick, and achieved a CHF that was 3 times higher 

than for plain surfaces [69]. Min et al. employed 2D modulated microporous structures with 

grooves to similarly mitigate hydrodynamic instability by reducing the critical hydrodynamic 

instability wavelength [70]. Li and Peterson demonstrated that 3D porous post structures could 

improve the HTC and CHF using water [71]. Xu et al. utilized metallic foams with V-shaped 
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grooves to enhance bubble escape from the heated surface, with the intention to enhance the HTC 

and CHF in pool boiling with water [72]. Qu et al. employed metallic foam with V-shaped grooves 

in an enhanced pool-boiling experiment using saturated water [73], and they concluded that the 

enhancement was related to the combination of reduced bubble escape resistance, improved 

evaporation surface area, and capillary-driven liquid supply assisted by the V-shaped grooves. 

Patil and Kandlikar [74] and Jaikumar and Kandlikar developed open microchannels coated with 

porous fin tops to improve the liquid-vapor phase separation for an improvement in CHF up to 

3.3-fold compared with a plain surface using water [75]. Bai et al. developed a 3D hybrid structure, 

i.e., channels combined uniform sintered particles, to improve the liquid-vapor phase separation 

for enhanced pool boiling performance [76]. This resulted in an enhanced CHF of 416 W/cm2 

using water as the working fluid. Tang et al. also studied similar 2D modulated structures using 

copper particles with different morphologies, particle sizes, and modulated structures [77]. The 

pool boiling performance reached a maximum with copper particle sizes of 50–75 m using water. 

Also, non-uniformly distributed surface coatings were shown to simultaneously increase the CHF 

and improve the HTC in heat pipes [78], vapor chambers [79-83], and flow boiling [84], by 

assisting the liquid supply to the heated surface using rather thick capillary structures. 

Previous studies have shown that the nonuniform microstructures effectively improve the 

CHF and HTC compared with uniform microstructures by precisely controlling the critical 

hydrodynamic instability wavelength using a thick wick, i.e., enhancing CHF, and reducing the 

effective conduction pathway using a thin wick, i.e., improving HTC [69, 70]. Recent studies show 

that a monolayer wick (a single layer of sintered copper particles) combined with such 3-D wick 

structures results in a very high HTC, i.e., 20,0000 W/m2-K with an improvement in CHF up to 6-

fold compared with plain surface pool boiling CHF using water [80, 81].  
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2.2 Surface Orientation  

The heating surface orientation angle is often specified according to its position relative to 

the gravitational field. For instance, a heating surface in a horizontal upward-facing position (i.e., 

parallel but in the opposite direction to the gravitation field) is said to have an orientation angle of 

0°, the vertical position corresponds to 90° orientation, and consequently, the horizontal 

downward-facing orientation corresponds to 180°. Ishigai et al. [85] and Katto et al. [86] in 1961 

and 1970, respectively, based on the available literature, were the first to document their 

investigation of the effect of heating surface orientation on the heat transfer performance of 

nucleate pool boiling using water. Ishigai et al. measured the upper limit of nucleate pool boiling 

heat flux and the minimum film boiling heat flux in downward-facing disks, 25 and 50 mm, 

respectively, and thereafter compared their experimental results with the existing horizontal 

upward-facing pool boiling data. They reported that the CHF decreased drastically when the 

heating surface was in the horizontal downward-facing position, primarily due to the accumulation 

of growing vapor bubbles that ultimately prevented liquid access to the heating surface. Katto et 

al., on the other hand, carried out their study using a horizontal upward-facing and vertically 

oriented 10-mm-diameter copper surface, and their results were similar to Ishagia’s work. Both 

studies were carried out using saturated water, and the heat fluxes and their corresponding 

superheats were measured under steady-state conditions. Liao et al. observed the coupling effects 

of surface orientation and solid-liquid contact angle on heat transfer and CHF in the nucleate pool 

boiling of saturated water at atmospheric pressure [87]. The following conclusions are drawn based 

on the observed boiling curves: (a) for the plain surface, there was no significant change in the 

CHF when the orientation angle was swept from a horizontal upward-facing position to a vertical 

position due to the ease of bubble escape from the surface; however, beyond 90°, the CHF 
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decreased drastically as the surface orientation angle increased due to the early initiation of boiling 

crisis by the coalescing and accumulating vapor bubbles on the heating surface, with the CHF at 

135° and 180° decreasing by 14% and 76%, respectively, (b) the HTC for the plain surface 

decreased marginally as the surface inclination angle increased from 0° to 90°, but decreased 

dramatically as the angle increased beyond 90°. The reason behind the dramatic decrease in the 

HTC was primarily a result of the early heat transfer insulation provided by the trapped departing 

bubbles underneath the downward-facing heating surfaces, and (c) the CHF for surface A and B 

showed the same behavior as the plain surface as the surface inclination was swept from 0° to 90°; 

however, the CHF increased for surface A relative to the plain surface at the surface inclination 

angles between 0° and 180° was between 7% and 12%, while that of surface B was between 16% 

and 28%, showing the significant and complex effect of solid-liquid contact angle on CHF. 

Similarly, more studies [88-90] emphasize an upward facing orientation (orientation angle of 0°) 

in pool boiling and its positive effects on boiling efficiency mostly on the bubble departure side 

(compared with the downward-facing side).   

However, the effect of gravity is not significant, especially when dealing with porous 

structures that use the capillary effect for wetting the surface while boiling. Reed and Mudawar 

[46] confirmed that the CHF decreases as the orientation angle increases from horizontal upward-

facing to horizontal downward-facing when they studied the enhancement of boiling heat transfer 

using FC-72 and FC-87 liquids with pressed-on fins at low contact forces. Their heat transfer data 

also showed that the nucleate pool boiling HTC was independent of the surface orientation with 

respect to gravity at high heat flux. The experimental studies of Chien et al. on different particle 

sizes (115 and 247 m) and coating thicknesses (0.5 and 1.0 mm) in both the vertical and horizontal 

orientation showed that having thicker wicks led to better CHF and HTCs. Their conclusion 
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indicated boiling and evaporation heat transfer in thicker wicks happens simultaneously, which 

improves the efficiency of heat removal. Their study also reported that the impact of gravity and 

orientation was not significant in heat pipe performance, as the capillary effect was dominant [12]. 

Considering this background, because gravity does not play an important role in artery-fed porous 

surfaces, in pool boiling tests we test the samples in only a horizontal orientation to study the 

interaction of vapor and liquid.  

2.3 3D-Engineered Capillary Structures 

Overall, the limitations and performance of any phase-change-based thermal management 

system depend on liquid supply and vapor escape mechanisms. The upper limit in this process is 

determined by the kinetic limit for vapor molecules leaving the surface; such a limit for pentane 

to vacuum evaporation was calculated by Gabmill and Lienhard as qCHF = 8.09×107 W/m2 [91]. 

Although these novel wick designs (monolayer wick combined with 3-D capillary structure) show 

significant advancements in the CHF and HTC, a comprehensive understanding of multilevel wick 

design for pool boiling has not been fully realized yet, and there is a significant gap between the 

current status and the maximum theoretical limits. In this study, we examine the multilevel 

microstructure modifications for CHF and HTC enhancements using novel 3-D sintered-particle 

wick structures, namely monolayer, columnar, and mushroom posts wicks, aiming to actively 

control the hydrodynamic instability wavelength and to use of the monolayer wick to improve the 

HTC. The 3D structures in this study were designed to provide  

 Low resistance for vapor escape by providing a well-separated liquid-vapor counterflow 

path  

 High capillary-assisted flow  

 Low thermal resistance on the evaporation surface  
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With the increase in surface temperature and change in bubble morphology, liquid flow to 

the surface is exposed to resistance from thermal-hydraulic resistance in liquid-vapor counterflow. 

There have been many studies comparing the plane surface with different surface coatings for 

enhanced CHF and/or reduced superheat. This enhancement is attributed to complex flow 

compositions, solid or liquid thermal cycle properties, and geometric parameters.  

To simultaneously enhance the CHF and HTC, we design multi-level modulated wicks, 

namely monolayer (Design B), columnar posts (Design C), and mushroom posts (Design D), using 

sintered spherical particles, as shown in Figure 3. To examine their pool boiling heat transfer, the 

heat flux is measured as a function of the wick superheat until CHF is reached, and the pool boiling 

performances of the wick structures are compared with the plain surface (Design A). The key 

parameters in pool-boiling heat transfer are (i) reduced Rayleigh–Taylor instability wavelength, 

m, through the capillary body for enhanced CHF, and (ii) reduced effective wick thickness for a 

larger HTC. The detailed descriptions are given below.  

 

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of multi-level modulated wick in pool boiling, including the plain 

surface (Design A), monolayer (Design B), columnar posts (Design C), and mushroom posts 

(Design D) wicks. The heat flux, wick geometries, liquid/vapor flows, and hydrodynamic 

instability wavelengths are also shown. 

The hydrodynamic choking limit, which plays a critical role in CHF enhancement, is directly 

affected by b, which is dominated by the vapor escape mechanism. We control it with the pitch 
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modulation (b =m). As m decreases from 9/2 RT,c, the CHF proportionally increases by a 

factor of m
-0.5.  

2.3.1 Monolayer (Design B) 

Because we have already discussed the bare surface and CHF limitation, we start with an 

introduction of the monolayer wick in this section. The monolayer wick is a single layer of 200 

m-diameter copper sintered particles. Multilayer wicks using spherical particles (or powders) 

have been explored in pool boiling, and it has been concluded that the optimal number of layers is 

approximately 3 to 4, primarily due to the effective bubble generation near the surface, thermal-

hydraulic wavelength modulation, and/or increased bubble departure frequencies [45, 48, 92-96]. 

In thick-layer porous structures, the solid porous matrix entraps the vapor within the layers and 

reduces the permeability of the structure. Under such circumstances, viscous-drag dryout will 

reduce the CHF even lower than for a plain surface [97]. Therefore, here a monolayer wick is 

employed to primarily increase the HTC by decreasing the effective wick thickness and improving 

the lateral capillary assistance. 

The heat transfer rate in a monolayer is calculated by Fourier’s law, which is expressed by equation 

(6). 

 q k T    (6) 

where q is the heat flux density, k is the thermal conductivity, and T is the temperature. Effective 

thermal conductivity of the wick is obtained by equation (7)  
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Capillary pumping pressure in the wick is also calculated by the Young-Laplace equation 

(8), which shows the pressure difference between the vapor and liquid, and is related to the 

surface tension and capillary meniscus of the evaporator (rc,) [98]. 
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Lateral assisted flow in the wick structure effectively reduces the liquid vapor counterflow 

resistance and extends the wetting effect of the wick. In fact, the effective HTC is also particle-

size dependent via the effective thermal conductivity [80]; however, by changing the particle sizes 

and distances we can affect permeability, meniscus radius, and porosity. Here we focus on the role 

of the monolayer wick assisted by the columnar and mushroom posts wicks without changing the 

particle size.  

2.3.2 Columnar Posts (Design C) 

The columnar posts wick is employed by adding thick columnar posts to the monolayer 

wick to actively control (or reduce) the Rayleigh–Taylor instability wavelength through the pitch 

distance between adjacent columnar posts for significant CHF and HTC enhancement [69, 70]. 

The primary purpose of the thick columnar wick is to assist the liquid supply from the liquid pool 

via capillary flow, while the thin monolayer wick is used for HTC enhancement by reducing 

conduction resistance to evaporation sites, i.e., tips of the capillary meniscus on the monolayer 

wick. Because the active evaporation sites are located in the liquid meniscus of the monolayer, the 

vapor is generated in and escapes from the spaces between the columns. This, in turn, results in a 

prescribed liquid-vapor phase separation, thereby leading to the active control of the hydrodynamic 

instability wavelength, m, i.e., Rayleigh–Taylor instability wavelength. The column pitch actively 

controls (or modulates) the hydrodynamic instability wavelength, with lp = m, and the qCHF as 

predicted by equation (9) [69]. 
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The columnar posts wick needs a larger particle size than the monolayer wick for larger 

permeability for the minimal viscous pressure drop [80, 81], but here the same particles were used 

for easy fabrication.  

2.3.3 Mushroom Posts (Design D) 

To further increase the HTC, a mushroom cap structure was added (Design D), as shown 

in Figure 3. The mushroom posts allow for easier supply of liquid to the monolayer due to the 

extra surface area provided by the caps, and this in turn allows for delayed surface dryout. The 

mushroom caps also prevent vapor from immediately leaving, which in turn promotes evaporation 

near the monolayer wick, i.e., increased HTC, especially in the high heat flux regime. 

2.4 Experiment 

2.4.1 Sample Preparations  

2.4.1.1 Plain Surface 

The plain surface was prepared using a copper rod with a diameter of 3.91 cm. The copper 

surface was polished using fine sandpaper (P6000 Grit) and the surface was then cleaned using 

alcohol. This polished surface was immediately installed in the test setup to measure the boiling 

heat transfer of the polished surface (non-oxidized surface). Also, to test the oxidized copper 

surface, the polished surface was placed in the laboratory under ambient conditions for one week. 

2.4.1.2 Monolayer 

The monolayer wick (Figure 3, B) was fabricated using a commercially available, thin 

copper disk with a diameter of 3.81 cm and a thickness of 0.8 mm as a substrate, as shown in 
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Figure 4. A single layer of copper particles with a diameter of 200 m was uniformly spread over 

the copper disk, while carefully controlling the number of layers. This particle-covered sample 

was placed in a furnace under Ar gas flow at 50 sccm for 2 h at 950°C. The monolayer sample was 

naturally cooled to ambient temperature with a cooling rate of 5–10°C/min. The top view of the 

fabricated monolayer wick is shown in Figure 4(d). 

 

Figure 4. Monolayer wick (Design B) sintered on the copper disk substrate using 200 m copper 

particles. (a) Particles were poured into the mold and spread uniformly, (b) the substrate was 

aligned on the top with low mechanical pressure, and (c) the wick was released from the mold. 

(d) Fabricated monolayer wick. 

2.4.1.3 Columnar Posts 

These wicks were made of the monolayer and columnar posts wicks. To carefully control 

the height of the columnar posts wick and the distance between the columnar posts, (pitch, lp) a 

mold was designed and manufactured. The detailed fabrication steps are illustrated in Figure 5(a) 

to (c). The stainless-steel mold was used to shape the copper particles to the desired geometry and 

post pitch during the sintering process. For uniform pitch distances between the columns, the mold 

was designed to have a hexagonal cell pattern. First, the post copper particles with dp = 200 µm 

were poured into the mold, Figure 5(a). The mold holes were machined in a conical shape with a 

10° inclination, which enabled ease of release from the structure. To ensure close packing, the 

filled mold was shaken well before the sintering. A monolayer of copper particles with dp = 200 
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µm covered the mold top surface, Figure 5(b). The mold was designed to allow only one layer of 

copper particles on the top. The particle-filled mold was placed in the furnace under inert gas for 

2 h at 950oC, Figure 5(c), followed by natural cooling at 5-10 °C/min. The pitch distance, lp, is 

modulated to control the hydrodynamic instability wavelength [99, 100], and we used lp = 3.5 and 

1 mm. The individual post has a columnar structure with a diameter of 2.5 mm and height of 2 

mm, and the fabricated columnar posts wick is shown in Figure 5(d). 

 

Figure 5. Schematic of fabrication process of the columnar posts wick using a two-step sintering 

process. (a) Copper particle-filled cavities of the first mold (posts); (b) monolayer particles 

packed over the mold, and copper substrate placed on the top for the sintering process; (c) the 

first mold is removed and the monolayer posts substrate is released; and (d) image of the 

fabricated wick with the pitch distance, lp, also shown. 

2.4.1.4 Mushroom Posts 

The mushroom posts wick with the monolayer wick (Figure 3, Design D) was fabricated 

in a two-step sintering process utilizing copper particles. In the first two steps, we repeated the 

fabrication processes of Figure 5(a) to (c), with additional steps to fabricate the mushroom cap as 

shown in Figure 6(a) to (c). To add the mushroom caps to the columnar structure, the copper 

particles were poured into the second homemade mold, Figure 6(a), and the upside-down columnar 

posts wick was placed on top and pressed to ensure contact between them, Figure 6(b). The entire 

structure was placed in the furnace under Ar gas for another 2 h at 950°C, following a natural 

cooling at a rate of 5–10oC/min. The mold was carefully removed to release the mushroom posts 
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wick without physical damage, Figure 6(c). The fabricated mushroom posts wick is also shown in 

Figure 6(d). 

 

Figure 6. Schematic of fabrication process for the mushroom wick (Design D) using a two-step 

sintering process. (a) Mushroom cap particles were poured into the second mold, (b) the 

columnar posts wick (Design C) was aligned on the top with low mechanical pressure; (c) the 

mushroom posts wick was released from the second mold. (d) Fabricated mushroom posts wick 

with the pitch distance, lp, also shown. 

2.4.2 Experimental Apparatus  

The pool-boiling test setup, measurement procedures, and data reduction are based on a 

previous work [27] as shown in Figure 7. The setup consists of an evaporator and condenser, with 

adiabatic sections between them. Eight identical cartridge heaters were inserted into the cylindrical 

copper base to produce 2 kW, which provided enough heating power to reach CHF. The evaporator 

wicks were placed at the top of the copper base for the pool-boiling experiments. A thermal paste, 

OMEGATHERMTM 201 (thermal conductivity of k ~ 2.3 W/m-K) from Omega Engineering, 

Inc., was applied at the interfaces between the copper base/sample and the sample/main heater 

block to reduce the thermal contact resistance, and then these were brought into contact 

mechanically by compressing the edges using screws. The different types of wicks, such as the 

monolayer wick (only), the columnar posts wick with the monolayer wick, and the mushroom 

wick, were soldered to the copper base. The sample-attached copper base was placed at the bottom 

of the glass container. The liquid pool used n-pentane as a working fluid. This allowed not only 
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for a low saturation temperature of 36.5°C, which reduced the heat losses from the heater, but also 

for the CHF with a sufficiently large surface area for a minimal size (edge) effect. A cylindrical 

Teflon with O-rings was placed between the glass container and copper base to prevent the liquid 

from leaking. The Pyrex glass ring was placed around the boiling area to minimize the edge effect 

during the boiling. The condenser section was made of a copper coil, and cold water was used as 

the coolant. The whole condensation-evaporation setup was protected by a plastic cap to minimize 

vapor escape. Also, a flexible band heater was used to maintain the saturation temperature in the 

pool. The input power was controlled by variable voltage controllers for the desired heating power 

until it reached CHF. 

Several T-type thermocouples read the heater block temperature during the test. Two 

thermocouples were installed in the copper base 2.05 cm apart, with one installed only 4.5 mm 

from the boiling surface. Using these two temperatures, the heat flux was calculated by the Fourier 

law assuming one-dimensional heat flow. The boiling surface temperature, Ts, was found by 

extrapolating these two temperatures. Another thermocouple was installed to monitor the 

temperature of the main copper heater. Additionally, the liquid temperature was measured at the 

boiling surface and the difference was used as the superheat. Tests were conducted by increasing 

the input voltage to the heaters by small amounts in order to reach a higher heat rate and keep that 

until reaching a steady temperature. Steady state is defined as a temperatures change < ±0.5°C, 

over 5 min. This process continued until total dry-out of the copper surface was reached, where 

the significant superheat (~13–15oC/min) increase was observed. Experiments were conducted at 

atmospheric pressure. All the experimental results were reproduced by repeating at least two 

measurements for all cases, and the maximum differences were 4% for the CHF and 8.5% for the 

wick superheat at a given heat flux. 
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Figure 7. Schematic of pool boiling setup, with heater, condenser, working fluid, and 

thermocouples. 

2.4.2.1 Uncertainty Analysis 

To assess the uncertainty in the measurements, the Kline and McClintock method was 

applied [101], as we have used in the previous work [102]. The uncertainties in the temperature 

and length measurements were estimated as ±0.5°C and 0.05 cm, respectively, and the property 

uncertainty was assumed to be ±0.5%. Then, the uncertainty in heat flux is calculated by equation 

(10) 
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The CHF uncertainty becomes  
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Similarly, the uncertainty for the surface-temperature measurement is defined by equation (11) 
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The CHF temperature uncertainty is  
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The above uncertainties were used in the heat flux results discussed below.  

2.5 Results and Discussion 

2.5.1 Plain Surface 

To validate experiments, the heat flux up to CHF was measured as a function of the 

superheat for the plain surface (polished, non-oxidized copper surface), as shown in Figure 8. The 

average measured CHF was qCHF = 29 ± 1.5 W/cm2 from two separate experiments, and these 

reproducible results reasonably agreed with the prediction using equation (9), qCHF,Z = 24.5 W/cm2 

[16], and qCHF,R = 31.7 W/cm2 using the Rohsenow correlation [103]. The oxidized plain surface 

results were compared with those for a non-oxidized surface, showing minimal difference. The 

results using the oxidized plain surface were used as a reference for comparisons with the coated 

surfaces, because the wicks were oxidized under exposure to air. Similar trends in the HTC have 

been found for other surface treatment conditions, and the predicted results using the coefficients 

for polished surfaces [104, 105] are shown in Figure 8. In fact, a discrepancy between the predicted 

and experimental results may be caused by the different surface treatment. 
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Figure 8. Variations of the measured heat flux as a function of the superheat for a plain surface. 

The inset is the pool boiling hydrodynamic instability analysis leading to the Zuber CHF, qCHF,Z 

[Eq. (4)]. The predicted CHF using Rohsenow correlation, qCHF,R [103], and the Rohsenow 

superheat correlation results with coefficients for polished surfaces [104, 105] are also shown. 

2.5.2 Monolayer Wick 

Figure 9 shows the pool boiling performance for the monolayer, having qCHF = 34.8 ± 1.8 

W/cm2, which is 20% higher than that of the plain surface. This enhancement is related to the 

possible decrease in the hydrodynamic instability wavelength using the uniform porous wick [48]. 

However, this enhancement is smaller than that of the multiple-layer uniform wick, which gives 

qCHF = 48 W/cm2 [69], because it reduces the hydrodynamic instability wavelength more 

effectively than the monolayer wick [48]. The monolayer wick also reduces the superheat at a 

given heat flux compared with the plain surface by increasing the HTC, and this is related to the 

increased effective thermal conductivity of the monolayer wick, etc. [47]. Further superheat 

reduction can be made with a multiple-layer uniform wick, and this is related to enhanced effective 

thermal conductivity and/or the increased evaporation surface area compared with the monolayer 

wick [47, 69, 97, 106]. 
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The pool boiling heat transfer of the monolayer wick without columnar or mushroom posts 

showed marginal improvements compared with the plain surface, but the role of the monolayer 

wick assisted by the columnar or mushroom posts is crucial to reducing the superheat, especially 

at high heat flux, as discussed below.  

 

Figure 9. Variations of measured heat flux with respect to the wick superheat for the monolayer 

and plain surfaces. The measured heat flux for the uniform coating wick is also shown [69]. The 

CHF for all cases are also marked. 

2.5.3 Monolayer and Columnar Posts Wick 

To further enhance the CHF, the columnar posts plus the monolayer wicks were employed 

to actively control the hydrodynamic instability wavelength, with lp = m = 3.5 and 1 mm, through 

the post pitch, and to reduce the wick superheat, similar to a previous study [69]. Figure 10 shows 

the pool boiling performance for the columnar posts wick compared with the monolayer wick and 

plain surface. The columnar posts with lp = m = 3.5 mm significantly reduce the superheat, 

especially at low heat flux, compared with the monolayer only. The columnar posts wick 

significantly increases the overall thickness of the wick structure (~ 2 mm), which in turn is 

expected to increase the superheat due to the larger conduction resistance, but the modulation 
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decreases the superheat. This reduction is related to the thin monolayer wick with the vapor 

occupying the space between the posts, i.e., the continuous vapor production over the monolayer 

wick surface compared with the poor, sporadic vapor production over the monolayer wick without 

posts. This reduction is similar to that of the uniform three- to four-layer thick wick (0.6–0.8 mm) 

[69]. As shown in Figure 10, the CHF of the columnar posts wick also increases to qCHF = 47.8 ± 

2.5 W/cm2 (65% enhancement compared with that of the plain surface) at a larger superheat than 

that of the monolayer, i.e., delayed surface liquid dryout due to the increased liquid supply through 

the columnar posts. The measured qCHF reasonably agrees with the prediction using equation (9) 

with lp = m = 3.5 mm, showing the hydrodynamic instability control of the CHF. The 

hydrodynamic-instability-controlled CHF is further supported by the experimental observation 

using a smaller pitch, i.e., lp = m = 1 mm. The measured qCHF increases up to 71.3 ± 3.7 W/cm2, 

which is 2.5 times higher than that of the plain surface. This observed CHF is lower than the CHF 

predicted by equation (2), qCHF = 92.1 W/cm2, and this may be due to defective structure [current 

fabrication limitation for small pitch posts (the monolayer and posts partially peel off from the 

substrate when the mold is removed after sintering)]. The defective structure also causes larger 

superheat at low heat flux and also near the CHF, compared with the columnar posts wick with m 

= 3.5 mm. The results show a reasonable trend similar to the prediction, i.e., the reduced 

hydrodynamic instability wavelength enhances the CHF. Also, the columnar posts with lp = m = 

1 mm further reduce the wick superheat by increasing the HTC, especially in the high heat flux 

regime. This may be related to the smaller pitch actively reducing the bubble sizes at departure, 

and/or increased departure frequency; however, the exact enhancement mechanism can be 

investigated by direct observation using high-speed visualization.  
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Figure 10. Variations of measured heat flux as a function of the wick superheat for the 

monolayer, columnar posts wick, and plain surface. The CHF for all the tests are also marked. 

2.5.4 Monolayer and Mushroom Posts Wick 

For the mushroom posts wick, the measured heat flux as a function of the wick superheat 

is shown in Figure 11, with results similar to the columnar posts wick up to q ~ 50 W/cm2. The 

measured CHF using the mushroom posts wick is qCHF = 54.4 ± 2.8 W/cm2, which is an increase 

of 14% compared with the columnar wick, qCHF = 47.8 W/cm2, at the expense of a larger superheat, 

i.e., T = 80°C. The heat flux and superheat for q < 50 W/cm2 are quite similar for the mushroom 

and columnar, but the mushroom cap significantly delays the surface dryout to a superheat of 80 

°C with a moderate CHF improvement. Thus, the mushroom pitch controls the hydrodynamic 

instability wavelength, i.e., lp = m = 3.5 mm in equation (9), and the predicted CHF is qCHF = 49.3 

W/cm2, which reasonably agrees with the experimental results. The larger superheat at the CHF 

may be attributed to partial dryout in the monolayer, with enhanced liquid supply by the mushroom 

cap [80, 83]. This larger superheat may also be related vapor escape in the presence of the 

mushroom cap, and a high-speed visualization may provide insight into this. In fact, the mushroom 
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posts can be considered extended surfaces (3-D fins), however, this effect is rather minor compared 

with the hydrodynamic-instability controlled CHF [69]. 

To summarize, the measured CHF of the columnar and mushroom posts wick as a function 

of the pitch distance of the posts, i.e., the active control of the hydrodynamic instability wavelength 

through the post wick pitch, m, is shown in Figure 12. These experimental results are also 

compared with the prediction of equation (9), showing reasonable agreement, and this indicates 

that hydrodynamic instability controls the CHF [69]. For the plain surface, the associated critical 

(largest disturbance) Rayleigh–Taylor instability wavelength RT,c = 2(/(g(l-g)))
1/2, and the 

hydrodynamic instability wavelength for n-pentane is m = (9/2)RT,c = 14 mm [69, 107]. This 

results in qCHF = 24.5 W/cm2. The CHF increases by actively controlling the hydrodynamic 

instability wavelength using the columnar and mushroom posts along with the monolayer wick, 

i.e., lp = m. 

 

Figure 11. Variations in measured heat flux as a function of wick superheat for the monolayer, 

columnar and mushroom posts wicks (including images), and plain surface. The CHF for each 

test is also marked. 

The multilevel modulated wicks also enhance the HTC by assisting liquid supply to the heated 

surface and favorably controlling the bubbles. Further modulation of the post and mushroom 
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structures effectively assists the liquid supply to reach the heated surface and favorably controls 

the departure bubble size and departure frequency, leading to enhanced HTC.  

 

Figure 12. Variations in the CHF hydrodynamic instability limit as a function of instability 

wavelength, lp = m (or post-wick pitch). The measured CHF for the columnar and mushroom 

posts are also shown. 

2.6 Interim Conclusion  

The multilevel modulated wick was employed to successfully demonstrate simultaneous 

CHF and HTC enhancement. We found that the liquid-filled monolayer significantly reduced the 

superheat by reducing the effective thermal conduction path, while the columnar posts actively 

modulated the critical hydrodynamic instability wavelength to enhance the CHF. It was observed 

that the monolayer wick improved the CHF by 20%, and the columnar and mushroom posts 

enhanced the CHF by 65% and 87%, respectively, compared with the plain surface. These 

enhancements were achieved by actively reducing the hydrodynamic instability wavelength down 

to m= 3.5 mm through the columnar posts for the liquid supply path. The CHF was further 

enhanced up to 2.5-flold compared with the plain surface by further reducing the hydrodynamic 

instability wavelength m to 1 mm. Although the performance of the mushroom was similar to that 
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of the columnar posts wick i the low heat flux (or low superheat) regime, the mushroom wick 

significantly delayed complete surface dryout with the continuous liquid supply through the 

mushroom cap, i.e., it allowed for a doubling of the wick superheat at CHF compared with that of 

the columnar posts (no mushroom cap) [108]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

ENHANCED CHF AND HTC USING 3D CAPILLARY EVAPORATOR IN VAPOR 

CHAMBER 

3.1 Wick Design Parameters  

In the previous chapter we provided the results of pool boiling tests and investigated each 

part of the 3D wick to understand which plays a key role in HTC and CHF improvement. We used 

200 m particles in all experiments to investigate the impact of the geometrical parameters. In this 

chapter, we want to go further into detail and focus on the wick itself, as the wick plays a crucial 

role in the efficacy of vapor chambers and heat pipes. The effects of particle size, distance, and 

wick thickness in sintered wicks with uniform and non-uniform shapes on the CHF and HTC has 

been studied by many researchers, but optimal design guidelines are yet to be well understood. In 

this section, to explore the effects of each individual factor on HTC and CHF without instability 

wavelength interference, 3D sintered wicks with different sizes of particles and distances, and 

different numbers of layers will be introduced and tested in an upside-down orientation.  

The optimal design of wick structures includes the particle size and wick thickness that 

provide the optimum permeability, porosity, saturation, and liquid thickness. As an example, a 

thicker wick provides less flow resistance against lateral fluid displacement due to the increase in 

cross-sectional area, which eventually leads to better cooling ability; however, it increases the 

thermal resistance at the same time by increasing the effective wick thickness. Therefore, to be at 

an optimal point, a wick needs a large fluid supply at a low thermal resistance. As mentioned 

before, design parameters such the size of particles, distance, and wick thickness are all somehow 

connected and affect each other directly and indirectly; finding the ideal point that satisfies the 

needs of design is the subject of this part of the research. The main challenge of optimization is to 
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investigate the outcome of each parameter alteration discretely, and to minimize the effects of the 

choking limit and instability wavelengths that disturb the CHF. Wick properties have been studied. 

Bodla et al. studied and summarized the techniques that help to identify the efficiency of wicks 

made of porous materials, which helps us understand these correlations [2]. In this section, we 

investigate the design parameters and their impacts on the efficiency of the wicks made with 

sintered particles, and we experimentally measure the magnitudes. 

3.1.1 Particle Size (dp) and Distance (lp) Effects 

The most critical design parameter for a wick is the particle size. When the particle size 

changes, it changes the curvature radius and some particle distances that directly impact the coolant 

thickness, permeability, and porosity, and saturation that can all contribute to the maximum 

achievable CHF and HTC by the wick. Hwang et al. [100, 109] investigated the thermal 

performance of a multi-columnar artery vapor chamber using a monolayer wick, and the effect of 

the meniscus on the performance. The following sets of equations from the same reference are also 

used here for the prediction of the particle size impact on wick performance. They assumed the 

wick to be a homogenous medium, and they used the concept of effective thermal conductivity.  

Figure 13 shows that with increased capillary pressure, the meniscus moves toward the heated 

surface, leading to a lower effective wick thickness. This decrease continues until the contact line 

reaches the particle neck region, and at that point, dryout happens. 
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Figure 13. Schematic of the monolayer wick, including key geometrical parameters [109]. 

As can be seen in equation (12), larger particle sizes seem to have a positive impact on CHF due 

to their higher permeability, but at the cost of high thermal resistance. Kapot and Hwang [110] 

used equations (12)–(15) in their modeling, and showed that particles under 30 m in a monolayer 

will cause reduced permeability and affect the CHF negatively. They also conducted optimization 

and suggested that the optimal particles size should be in the range of 50–80 m for reasonable 

permeability and capillary effects. In our experiment, we use a similar simulation to validate the 

experimental data.   
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Their study also showed that as the particle distances increases, due to the increased porosity, 

permeability increases. This increase is expected to lead to an improved CHF. However, by 
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increasing the inter-particle distances, the capillary pressure reduction produces a negative effect 

on CHF, as it causes fast dryout. The ideal suggested distance is lp = 1.12 – 1.2dp. Equation (14) 

and Figure 14 represent the effect of the particle distance on effective layer thickness as well as 

thermal conductivity. The combined effect of particle distance, size, and wick thickness will be 

discussed in the next sections, and the effective thermal conductivity will be introduced. 

 

Figure 14. Effect of particle distance on rc and effective evaporation thickness. 

3.1.2 Wick Thickness 

Experimental studies by Chien et al. on the different particle sizes (115 and 247 m) and 

coating thicknesses (0.5 and 1.0 mm) in both the vertical and horizontal orientation showed that 

having thicker wicks led to better CHF and HTC. [111] Their conclusion indicates boiling and 

evaporation heat transfer in thicker wicks happens simultaneously, which improves the efficiency 

of heat removal. Their study also reports that the impact of gravity and orientation is not significant 

in heat pipe performance, as the capillary effect is dominant. Weibel [112] studied the effects of 

particle size and thickness on the thermal resistance of the wick. They tested thicknesses of 0.6 to 

1.2 mm with particle sizes of 45–355 m. They achieved the best results for HTC at the 250–355 

m particle size range with heat fluxes larger than 500 W/cm2 on a monolayer wick. As we showed 

in the previous section, larger particle sizes seem to improve the CHF. However, it is not only the 

size and distance of the particles that matters, but also the artery pitch, the wettability, and the 
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solidification process play an important role in preventing partial dry out and improving the HTC. 

In this regard, Nam et al. [113] conducted a study on hydrophilicity effect and artery pitch distance. 

They used the CVD technique to deposit oxidized copper posts on a silicon substrate and enhanced 

the CHF by 70%. They stated that the key design parameters affecting the CHF and HTC were 

solidification and pitch distances, as could define the active evaporation sites sizes. Their results 

reported a CHF of 800 W/cm2 with less than 35°C superheat, using a post pitch distance of 100 

m. The Bodla et al. [2] study on solidification showed that although better solidification improves 

the thermal conductivity of the wick (only), it reduces the porosity; therefore, the total HTC or 

CHF could decreases due to increases in flow resistance, Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15. Particle necking and effective thermal conductivity in the wick structure [2]. 

Equation (7) also provides the insight into the correlation between the thermal conductivity of the 

solid (particles, ks), fluid thermal conductivity (kf), and the porosity of the wick (w,e).  

Wong et al. [114] applied visualization of the fluid flow and evaporation in wicks made by 

loose particles, and examined different particle sizes and wick thicknesses. Their results showed 

that thicker wicks provided lower thermal resistance, between 0.08 to 0.09 K/(W/cm2), at a heat 
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flux above 80 W/cm2 and a superheat lower than 20°C due to the increased capillary pressure and 

liquid permeability of the thin-particle wick. Xuan et al. [115] demonstrated that multilayers of 

sintered particles enhanced the evaporation process in a flat plate heat pipe, using both theoretical 

and experimental approaches. The researchers also stated that although increasing the number of 

arteries may reduce the evaporation sites, the porosity increases with the number of layers. It may 

also increase thermal resistance, whereas it has had a positive impact that shows the dominant 

effect of w,e. The basic assumption is that if we can provide enough liquid to significantly increase 

the number of pores under evaporation, the HTC will show improvement.   

Sudhakar et al.’s [116] experiments provided insight into this assumption. One- and two-

layer wicks with columnar posts made of 200 m particles were tested in a vapor chamber. The 

two-layer wicks with a high number of arteries provided more than four-fold improvement 

compared with the single-layer wick, due to the better capillary ability, lower pressure drop, and 

increased porosity in wick.  

As the increased porosity of thicker wicks provides better fluid flow before the choking 

limit is reached, the number of layers needs to be optimized for effective evaporation. To better 

understand the importance of low thermal resistance on the evaporator, Park and Crepinsek [117] 

used a pump-assisted wick. Their test results show the evaporator thermal resistance was as low 

as 0.12 K·cm2/W up to a heat flux of 68.7 W/cm2. Park and Crepinsek also introduced a dual 

evaporator system in a series and parallel configurations, with a heat flux input up to 102 W/cm2. 

They concluded that the low thermal resistance was the result of the thin-film boiling the wick 

provided. In this study, we neglect the impact of gravity. Although gravity-assisted heat pipes 

(GHP) rely on the gravity effect for heat pipe performance, multiple studies have shown that the 

impact of gravity in well-designed wick assisted heat pipes is negligible [118, 119].  
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3.2 Instability Wavelength Effect Minimization 

According to the results and discussed theory, by reducing the m, the CHF should improve. 

It is also expected that by increasing the number of active arteries, the HTC will improve. 

However, theoretically the optimal m has yet to be determined, and it could be as small as dp. As 

Figure 12 shows, the CHF enhancement process is still limited by the instability wavelength, and 

the fabrication and operational limitations make the improvement more difficult. As an example, 

using 200 m particles to make posts of 1 mm diameter in a conical shape means we have only 

three particles sintered together at the tip of the post. Beyond this point, not only does the 

fabrication become impossible, but the porosity also decreases, and there is no cavity for the 

capillary effect. One approach is to eliminate the instability wavelength effect by separating the 

liquid and vapor completely, which also enables us to investigate the effects of design elements 

such particle size and wick thickness individually and push the limits. In that case, by using 

capillary-fed evaporator wicks, we can focus on improving the liquid supply without vapor flow 

restrictions and without using external pumps. Lee and Park [120] studied the thermal performance 

of a gravity-assisted loop thermosyphon presenting a minimum thermal resistance of 0.097 

cm2/(W/K) and CHF of 309.8 W/cm2 at an elevation difference of 47 cm for a monolayer 

evaporation wick. As mentioned above, with a well-designed wick, the effect of gravity will be 

limited; however, flooding the wick is still a challenge in this approach, as it leads to increased 

thermal resistance. Sudhakar and Garimella used a side-fed wick with a physical restrictor to come 

up with a solution [116]. Here we introduce the new wick design to be used in an upside-down 

orientation, with limited gravity effects and no flooding restrictions.  
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3.3 Thin Evaporator Wick with Phase Separator 

In the new design, instead of submersing the wick in a pool, we decided to put the heater 

at the top of the revisor and feed the modulated surface of the heater using the capillary pump 

effect. This design is shown Figure 16(a) and (b). The thermal-hydraulic optimization model that 

Hwang et al. developed was applied in this design, and wick fabrication limits were considered 

[109]. 

 

 

Figure 16. (a) Graphic representation of the working principle of evaporation wick with phase 

separator. (b) Actual sintered wick using 200 m diameter copper particles. 

The evaporator section of the wick is a monolayer made of copper particles, which is sintered onto 

a copper substrate. Our goal here is to keep the evaporative layer as thin as possible to improve 

the thermal conductivity of the wick in thin film evaporation and produce the maximum meniscus 

radius without dryout. The posts are m for all experiments. The posts play the liquid artery 
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role and feed the evaporative wick continuously. To keep the vapor separated from the liquid 

between the posts and create voids for vapor to escape, a separator wick of 200 m was sintered 

at the tip of the posts. In this way, not only can the vapor escape from the sides of the wick with 

no restriction, but also the liquid is fed to the posts without creating a meniscus between the 

columns, and the flooding problem is resolved. Due to the high heat pipe figure of merit, and 

because we release the vapor into the environment, water was chosen as the working fluid. In this 

experiment, we did not use any condenser, as vapor was released into the environment and fresh 

water was added to the reservoir continuously to compensate for evaporation. The pool diameter 

was chosen to be large enough relative to its height to eliminate the effect of height changes due 

to evaporation. For ease of referencing, we use the abbreviation TEWPSW to refer to this wick in 

pictures. The wick characteristics are provided in Table 1. 

Table 1. Wick with phase separator dimensions  

Design parameters Dimensions 

Wick post diameter, Dc 2.5 mm 

Wick post height, Lc 2.0 mm 

Wick post pitch distance, Lp 3.5 mm 

 

3.4 Experiment 

3.4.1 Sample Preparations  

Figure 17 presents the three steps of the sintering process that was used to fabricate the 

wick. In the first step (a) a copper disc with a 19.05 mm diameter and a 0.80 mm thickness was 

used as to sinter the evaporative wick. Because sintering is a diffusion process, the disc was cleaned 

with alcohol to ensure there was no residue on it that would interfere with the sintering. A stainless-

steel mold was designed to contain the disc, and the copper disc was covering a single layer of 

particles the bottom of the mold. A tube furnace with a step-by-step heating program was used for 
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sintering, and the samples were kept at 1,000°C for 180 min under a 50 sccm constant Ar gas flow 

to prevent oxidation. Because the sintering process should happen three times per sample, all steps 

were kept the same to ensure the results would be consistent. In the next step (b) the evaporative 

wick was released from the mold to be used in post sintering. To fabricate the posts, a homemade 

mold was used with a diameter of 2.5 mm and a height of 2.0 mm. Circular holes with a pitch 

distance of 3.5 mm were applied to keep the particles in the shape of a column after sintering. 

These circular holes had a conical shape with a 5° inclination angle to help the sample release 

easily after sintering. In order to avoid any unwanted connection between copper and stainless-

steel, all molds before application were covered with a layer of carbon. To do this, carbon powder 

was immersed in acetone and kept in emulation mode using sonication. Then, the mold was placed 

in the solution until the acetone vaporized and a thin layer of carbon was left on the mold surface. 

In next step, 200 m particles were used for the post fabrication for all wicks. Particles were poured 

into the carbon-covered holes, shaken well, and then the evaporative wick was placed at the top. 

After sintering, the wick with posts was released from the mold (c). A separate stainless-steel mold 

was designed and used to sinter the separator section. This mold contained three layers of 200 m 

copper particles. The wick-post sample was placed at the top so that the tips of posts were sintered 

to the separator (d). In the last step (e), the whole 3D structure was released from the mold. A 

picture of the 3D mold is presented in Figure 17(f). 
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Figure 17.  Graphic representation of the step-by-step fabrication/sintering process. 

To provide a baseline for comparing the wick effect on HTC and CHF, the posts were sintered at 

the top of a bare copper disc with no wick. However, the phase separating section was used in this 

structure as well. In the 3D structure fabrication process, different particle sizes from 30 to 200 

m were used in one, two, and three layers on the evaporative wick.  

One of the innovative elements of this work is the ability to sinter particles in a controlled 

pattern. In this way, we can investigate the effect of particle size and distance simultaneously. To 

control the distance of particles, in step (a) the monolayer mold was replaced with a perforated 

stainless-steel mesh. The perforated sheet was placed at the top of the disc, and then particles were 

poured on top. The holes had a staggered pattern and a conical shape, with a larger diameter at the 

top to allow particles to be fixed in place during sintering. These tapered holes acted as a funnel 

and guided the particles to the center of the holes. The perforated sheet was only used to sinter the 

monolayer, and due to availability and fabrication difficulties, only 100 m particles were tested. 

This experiment was conducted to evaluate theoretical assumptions as well. It is worth mentioning 

that due to particle size differences, we sieved the particles several times before applying the mesh 

to ensure the desired particle size.  
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3.4.2 Experimental Apparatus  

The upside-down test setup consisted of heater block, replaceable evaporator section 

(equipped with wick), water pool (reservoir), variable AC, and data acquisition units. Eight 

identical 400 W cartridge heaters were inserted into the cylindrical copper base for a total of 2 kW 

power. The different evaporator sintered wicks were soldered to a replaceable copper piece that 

was attached to the heated block. A thermal paste, OMEGATHERMTM 201 (thermal conductivity 

of k ~ 2.3 W/m-K) from Omega Engineering, Inc., was applied at the interfaces between the heated 

copper base and the replaceable sample to reduce the contact thermal resistance, and then these 

were compressed at the edges using screws and securing rings. The wick-attached replaceable 

copper piece was placed at the top of the water pool containing degassed distillated water at 20–

22°C, where the separator wick was in contact with the water surface. This allowed the water to 

be transported to the wick through the posts due to the capillary effect. A cylindrical Teflon ring 

was placed between the pool and copper base to prevent heat loss. This ring also acted as a support 

for the weight of the setup. As mentioned before, in this setup there was no condenser section, and 

vaporized water was released to the environment through the sides of the samples.  

T-type thermocouples read the heater block temperature during the test. One thermocouple 

was installed in the heated copper block to measure the temperature for the sake of safety, as the 

water cooling did not extend to the block, and the system was designed to work under 300°C. Next, 

two thermocouples were installed 20.09 mm apart on the copper base, and 5.75 mm from the 

heating surface. Figure 18 illustrates the schematic diagram of the setup. The heat flux was 

calculated by the Fourier law assuming one-dimensional heat flow. The boiling surface 

temperature, Ts, was found by extrapolating the two temperatures read by the thermocouples. 

Moreover, the liquid and vapor temperatures were measured close to the surface, and the difference 
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between the surface and saturated vapor temperatures, at a steady state, was considered to be the 

superheat. Tests were conducted by increasing the input voltage to the heaters in small amounts to 

reach a higher heat rate and maintain it until reaching a steady temperature. A steady state was 

defined as when the temperatures change was less than ± 1 °C, over 5 min. The calculated 

maximum heat loss through the insulating materials of the heating block was as high as 14 W, 

which was about 2.3% of the input power. This process continued until total dry-out of the copper 

surface was reached, where a significant superheat increase was observed. Experiments were 

conducted at atmospheric pressure. Additionally, all the experimental results were reproduced by 

taking at least two measurements for all cases to ensure the repeatability of the tests. 

3.4.2.1 Uncertainty Analysis 

To assess the uncertainty in the measurements, the Kline and McClintock method was 

applied, as we have used before in pool boiling experiments. Applying the same assumptions, the 

relative uncertainties in the maximum heat flux and surface temperature measurements for these 

experiments were calculated as 2.56% and 9.08%, respectively.  
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Figure 18. Schematic of (a) the test setup and components, (b) wick with separator soldered to 

the copper base, (c) heater and copper base. (measurements are in mm) 

3.4.3 Wick Porosity  

To measure the porosity of the sintered wick, the weight of the copper disc and the copper 

particles were measured prior to sintering individually, and then after sintering the weight of the 

sintered particles and disc were measured together (sintered samples). In the next step, we saturated 

the wick with a volatile liquid like acetone and allowed the acetone to evaporate and wetting front 

reaches right below the top of the wick. The average densities and weights of the particles (p and 

mp, respectively)  and acetone (aceton and maceton, respectively)  were known, and porosity  was 

calculated [23] with equation (16), and the results were summarized in Table 3. 

 acetone

acetone

1
1

p

p

m

m



 
    (16) 
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3.4.4 Heat and Liquid Flow Model 

The heat transfer in the wick is dominated by the mass flow and enthalpy of evaporation, 

as shown in equation (17). The numerical results were based on a simplified thermal-hydraulic 

equilibrium model that included the viscous liquid pressure drop within the wick structures and 

the liquid-vapor heat transfer [100, 109], 

 lg Q m h . (17) 

 

Using the Darcy-Ergun equation, equation (18), the coolant pressure drop in the wick was 

calculated. The maximum capillary pumping capability, which is called pc,max, is also given in 

equation (19).  
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where  pl is the liquid pressure, l is the liquid dynamic viscosity, <ul> is the volume-averaged 

liquid velocity vector, is the liquid density, K is the wick permeability, CE is the Ergun 

coefficient,  is the liquid surface tension, c is the wick contact angle, and rc,min is the minimum 

capillary meniscus radius. The CHF happens at the moment that the capillary pressure drop reaches 

the capillary pumping limit. 

The final expression for predicting the qCHF in the wick is given by equation (20), which 

comes from the energy and mass balance relations, and the viscous liquid pressure drop relations.  
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where Ah is the effective evaporation surface area, Ac is the cross-sectional area of the post, and Ae 

is the effective cross-sectional area of liquid spread in the evaporation wick. The key 

thermophysical parameters used in the model are listed in Table 3. 

Table 2. Summary of the thermophysical properties used in the model 

Thermophysical Property Magnitude (Unit) 

Heat of vaporization,hlg 2360 kJkg-1 

Surface tension, 0.066 Nm-1 

Density 9580 Kgm-3 

Dynamic viscosity, 47 mPa-s 

 

Table 3. Summary of the number of layers, porosity, and permeability of the evaporation wick 

used in the model 

Particle Size, 

m 

Number of 

Layers 
Porosity,  Permeability, K, 

m2 

30 (Present Study) 1 0.48 1.76×10-12 

60 (Present Study) 1 0.59 5.07×10-12 

100 [25] 1 0.64 2.04×10-11 

200 [25] 1 0.52 7.05×10-11 

 

3.5 Results and Discussion 

3.5.1 Bare Surface: Baseline 

To provide the baseline, the heat flux up to CHF and the  HTC were measured as a function 

of the superheat and heat flux, respectively, for the plain surface with capillary posts as shown in 

Figure 19(a) and (b). To gain a better understanding of the heat transfer efficiency depending on 

the coolant morphologies of the evaporator, we considered five stages for the study of wick 

performance as “flooded vapor space,” “thick film,” “thin film,” “partial dry,” and “dryout,” as 

shown in Figure 19(c) to (f).  
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Figure 19. (a) Variations of measured heat flux as a function of the wick superheat for the bare 

surface. (b) Variations of the Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) as a function of the heat flux for 

the bare surface. (c)-(f) Schematics of liquid morphologies at different heat flux ranges (W/cm2) 

for the bare surface.  
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At a lower heat flux (q < 5 W/cm2), HTC is small due to the bulk liquid occupying the 

space between the posts, which is called the “flooded vapor space” stage, Figure 19(c). In this 

stage, the columnar posts act as fins, and energy transfers through the post and liquid to the 

separating wick. During this stage, a few bubbles, produced by dissolved gas in the water, start to 

grow on the separating wick. As the  heat flux  increases (5 < q < 20 W/cm2), the flooded mode is 

eventually replaced by a “thick film,” Figure 19(d), and here is where the surface evaporation 

starts.  Due to the improved speed of feeding the wick through posts and vapor pressure, the vapor 

escape path begins to grow, and the vaporized water is released. In both stages, the heat flux and 

superheat both showed a linear increase. With the greater increase in heat flux (20 < q < 80 W/cm2), 

the thin film stage began, Figure 19(e), during which the HTC slope showed a meaningful 

decrease. At this stage, the evaporation rate increased, and there was strong liquid supply to the 

thin liquid film. The thin film provided the minimum conduction length, and this means better 

HTC was provided.  

On the bare surface, at a heat flux (q > 80 W/cm2), partial dryout was observed, Figure 

19(f).  Partial dryout was a result of the evaporation increase overcoming the liquid supply, which 

started with the withdrawal of the liquid film from between the posts. As the area between the 

posts were not covered with any particles to provide a wicking effect, the partial dryout easily 

transformed to full dryout mode with a small increase in heat flux. The CHF, which is the complete 

dryout, occurred at 152 W/cm2  and 30.6 °C superheat, which is in compliance with similar 

experimental results that tested wicks in vertical and horizontal states [109, 117, 120]. Liquid 

choking at CHF leads to a significant increase in surface temperature that may hurt the device, so 

at this step we had to stop the experiment. We use the results of this test as a reference to compare 

the thermal performance of different wicks with alterations.  
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3.5.2 Particle Size Effect of One-Layer Uniform Wick 

To enhance the liquid supply and thus improve the HTC and CHF, a one-layer wick made 

with particles of size 30, 60, 100 and 200 m was applied on the surface. Figure 20(a) shows the 

impact of particle sizes on wick performance in terms of heat flux, q, change with respect to the 

superheat. Figure 20(b) also presents the HTC alterations due to particle size changes that impacted 

the effective heat transfer layer thickness. The effects and related liquid morphologies at a given 

heat flux are shown in Figure 20(c) to (f). Similar to the bare surface, at a low heat flux (q < 

0.4qCHF), as it is shown in Figure 20(c), the HTC is small due to the flooded voids, as heat must 

conduct via the thick water layer between the wick post and the phase-separating wick. The bubble 

growth and coalescence increased with the heat flux surge, and by the force of buoyancy, the 

bubble departure and subsequent vapor release happened, Figure 20(d). With vapor filling the 

chambers, at 0 < q < 0.2qCHF, T4, Figure 18(b), shows the void spaces temperature experienced 

oscillations with an amplitude of ±15°C, caused by liquid occasionally contacting the 

thermocouple. These oscillations were eliminated at q > 40 W/cm2, because the vapor production 

was enough to fill the spaces, and water only flowed in the vertical direction of the posts without 

interference from adjacent columns, and the thermocouple measured the saturated vapor 

temperature. 
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Figure 20. (a) Variations in measured heat flux as a function of the wick superheat for the 

monolayers made of 30, 60, 100, and 200 m copper particles versus bare surface. (b) Variations 

in the Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) as a function of the heat flux for the same samples versus 

bare surface. (c)-(e) Schematics of liquid morphologies at different heat flux ranges (W/cm2) for 

the monolayer wick. 
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Theoretically, the maximum heat transfer happens when the minimum thermal resistance 

exists, and in this case that was where the liquid layer was so thin that the receding meniscus 

started to reach the neck of the particles. This state was between a heat flux of 0.4qCHF and 0.8qCHF, 

and as can be seen in the graphs, there is an increasing trend in the superheat with the heat flux 

increase.  This increase eventually was followed by partial dryout, where the HTC started to recede 

as the effective evaporation sites were replaced by dried patches, as shown schematically in Figure 

20(e). 

Using the 200 m particles in the monolayer wick fabrication resulted in q = 131 W/cm2 

at a wick superheat of 91°C, although it has not reached CHF. Due to the high temperature, we 

had to stop the tests before damaging the setup. As the data show, the slope of the CHF is shallow, 

which is an indicator of delayed dryout due to wicking effect. Comparing the 200 and 60 m 

particles shows the competition between the porosity and capillary effects. Porosity, which 

provides more permeability and thus more coolant to the surface, is higher in the 200 m wick; 

however, the capillary effect, which is caused by smaller 60 m particles, played more important 

role [121]. Additionally, using the 60 m particles led to smaller thickness of the wick, which 

caused a thinner effective evaporative layer, and thus low wick superheat. Similarily, the 30 and 

100 m particles performed better than the 200 m wick in terms of both CHF and HTC, 135 

W/cm2 at 39 °C wick superheat, and 129 W/cm2 at 54 °C wick superheat, correspondingly.  

Interestingly, except for the 60 m sample case study, the bare surface equipped with posts 

showed higher CHF and HTC compared with the wick-equipped surfaces. This is explained by the 

individual particle size impact on flow, and the capillary-permeability competition. In the case of 

30 m particles, however, the capillary was improved by smaller cavities and increased meniscus 

radius, and the permeability was significantly lower, which limited the lateral flow in the wick. 
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Due to the flow resistance, the wick performance was lower than the 60 m case. The 100 and 200 

m particles provided higher permeability at the cost of partial dryout, which was caused by lower 

capillary pressure triggered by larger particles. It was obvious that there was not enough pumping 

effect to wet the wick at a higher evaporation rate. In the competition between evaporation and 

liquid supply, evaporation was dominant. This experiment confirmed that the 60 m wick seemed 

to be optimal in terms of providing a balance between permeability and capillaries.  

3.5.3 Particle Distance Effect of One-Layer Uniform Wick 

Besides the size of the particles that defined the permeability and capillaries, and thus 

impacted the flow and thermal resistance in the wicks, the particle distances also played a key role, 

which is explained schematically in Figure 14. Increased particle distance leads to a thinner liquid 

layer, and at the same time, greater liquid between the particles, which translates to higher liquid 

flow at a lower thermal resistance. Meanwhile, decreased particle distance improves the capillary 

effect. Therefore, in addition to the size of the particles, there should be an optimal distance that 

maximizes the HTC and CHF. To investigate this impact, we developed a technique of sintering 

that allowed us to set the particles at a desired distance. In this case, the 100 m particles were 

sintered at the distances of 100 m and 150 m apart and were tested using the same setup.  

Figure 21(a) and (b) show the results of the tests. At a lower heat flux (q < 60 W/cm2), 

compared with the bare surface results, both wicks acted similarly and showed a larger superheat, 

which means a lower HTC. This can also be translated as higher thermal resistance caused by a 

thicker effective liquid film. It is assumed that the flooded state of the wick compared with that of 

the bare surface, shown in Figure 19(c) and (d) vs. Figure 20(c), is the root of such behavior, as 

the wick has a tendency to keep liquid on the surface. At a higher heat flux (q > 60 W/cm2), the 

variances begin, and the wick with Ls = 150 m and a desired capillary meniscus that recesses 
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toward the heated surface. This in turn provides a liquid film thickness similar to that of the bare 

surface, which improves HTC. The wick with a 100 m distance between particles experiences 

partial dryout due to lower permeability. In fact, with 150 m particle distance, in the competition 

between the permeability and capillary, permeability increased the liquid flow and in turn 

increased the CHF.  

 

Figure 21. (a) Variations in measured heat flux as a function of the wick superheat for the 

monolayers made of 100 m copper particles with ls = 100 and 150 m versus bare surface. (b) 

Variations in the Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) as a function of the heat flux for the same 

samples versus bare surface.  

3.5.4 Thickness of Wick 

A monolayer wick provides a thin and effective evaporative layer that cools the surface 

with minimal thermal resistance. However, at a certain point, the evaporation rate outlasts the 

capillary effect, and there is a limitation imposed by the competition of the capillaries and the 

permeability, which was discussed in this study. Another design parameter that helps us to control 

the dryout is the thickness of the wick, which can be manipulated by adding sintered layers to the 

wick. It has been shown in studies that adding more layers to the wick may increase the thermal 

resistance and thus reduce the HTC; however, improved flow resistance in the wick due to an 
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increased cross-sectional area and more copper particles with lower thermal resistance compared 

with water in the effective evaporative layer help to outweigh the thickness effect on thermal 

resistance. Additionally, as it was studied before, thick layers lead to delayed dryout, which 

provides a chance for feeding the dry patches in the wick. This will affect the HTC positively by 

lowering the local temperature. Using 100 m particles, we produced double- and triple-layer 

wicks and tested them in a similar setup. The obtained experimental results for CHF versus 

superheat are shown in Figure 22(a), as well as HTC as a function of the heat flux (b). With the 

increase in heat flux (10 < q < 30 W/cm2), the evaporation becomes vigorous, and the meniscus 

formation and change in pores between the particles impact wick performance in terms of better 

heat transfer [122]. There is a linear increase in wick superheat, which is led by the receding 

meniscus. In a comparison between the one-, two-, three-layer wicks, the two-layer wick improves 

the HTC; however, the conduction path increases compared with the monolayer. This 

improvement in the two-layer wick is related to the increased number of evaporation sites. As 

shown in Figure 13, the maximum heat transfer in wicks, and evaporation occurs at the minimum 

meniscus recess, where the overall thermal resistance is at a minimum. Combining this concept 

with the increased number of evaporation sites, it is reasonable to witness an increased HTC using 

a two-layer wick compared with a monolayer. The results show that the 100 m wick with two 

layers increases HTC (or decreases wick superheat) than the bare surface too. The improved 

surface area for evaporation and increased number of evaporation sites, desired receding meniscus, 

and improved capillary effect are all factors that led this enhancement. The highest HTC was 

obtained by the 100 m particles at 6.5 W/(cm2 K) with  a superheat of 16.7 °C.  

At heat fluxes higher than 100 W/cm2 up to the CHF, the partial dryout affects the heat 

transfer performance of the wick; however, using a double layer helps to delay the full dryout 
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compared with a one-layer wick. The partial dryout causes dried patches on the surface that lead 

to a higher surface temperature, and the consequence is a larger superheat with respect to the heat 

flux. Although the 100 m particle wick decreases the wick superheat compared to the monolayer 

wicks under moderate heat fluxes, it experienced a sharper HTC drop at higher heat flux, as shown 

in Figure 22(b). The highest CHF obtained by the double layer wick made of 100 m particles was 

qCHF = 170 W/cm2 at 32.7 °C as superheat. Compared with the one-layer wick, this is 32% higher, 

which provides better lateral flow due to the rescued flow resistance. The increased cross section 

of the double layer wick improves the liquid supply through the wick.   

The improved HTC and CHF using a double layer wick due to an improved lateral flow 

and increased number of evaporation sites. It was intriguing to add another layer to the wicks to 

further understand the wick thickness effects. Using three-layers, which was done in multi-step 

sintering process, the wick experienced lower CHF and HTC than the two-layer wick. This 

reduction could be the result of multiple factors, including several sintering steps (that reduced the 

porosity of the wicks), or increased the thickness of the effective evocation layer, or even choking 

the liquid-vapor path inside the deep wick.  

To test our hypothesis, three layers of sintered particles were made by 100 m copper 

particles and were tested in separate experiments in which the wicks were sintered in multiple and 

single steps. When it was sintered in one step, as can be seen, due to the lower impact on porosity 

reduction, the three-layer wick provided a 39% CHF enhancement compared with the monolayer 

wick. 

To summarize the results of the experiments for all the examined wicks, the effects of the 

particle sizes on the CHF, and the maximum HTC, in a normalized format using bare surface 

results at the denominator, are presented in Figure 23. The trend indicates the impact of particle 
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size on HTC and CHF, and the particle size can be optimized. For the monolayer wick, an increase 

in particle size up to 60 m leads to both CHF and HTC increases, and the optimal particle size is 

60 m. After this point, the trend is overturned. Due to setup limitations, we could not reach the 

CHF with the 200 m particles, as the wick caused delayed dryout with a high superheat that could 

have melted the Teflon ring that supported the setup, and could have damaged the thermocouples.  

 

Figure 22.  For the one-, two-, and three-layer 100 m particle evaporation wicks, (a) 

variations in the heat flux as a function of wick superheat, and (b) variations in the HTC as a 

function of the heat flux for the one-, two-, and three-layer 100 m particle evaporation wicks.  
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Figure 23. (a) Normalized CHF, and (b) normalized maximum HTC as a function of 

particle size for one-, two-, and three-layer evaporation wicks. 

To validate the results, equation (14) was utilized to predict theoretical data points for single layer 

particles. These predications versus the experimental results are shown Figure 24 . In general, the 

experimental data shows the similar trend that the predictions follow. There is high agreement 

around 100m results with only 2% error. For smaller particles (the 30 and 60 m particles) seems 

there is an increase in discrepancy with the particle’s size decrease. There is 42% difference 

between the 30m predicted and experimental results.  To explain the discrepancy, it is assumed 

in the model that the wick is uniformly made; however, in reality the sizes variation in smaller size 

particles is higher, which would cause non-uniformity in wick fabrication, and is not seen in 

prediction model. Proposed solution for future studies is using the pore-scale simulation [123].  
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Figure 24. The predicted CHF versus experimental results as a function of particle 

diameter for one-layer evaporator wick 

3.6 Interim Conclusion  

In the second part of this study, the design parameters for sintered wick fabrication were 

studied to provide a fundamental understanding of the phase-change heat transfer phenomena 

using various particle sizes, distances, and wick thickness in vapor chambers. The heat flux for 

monolayer wicks made of 30, 60, 100, and 200 m copper particles was measured as a function of 

the wick superheat, with a downward facing orientation to eliminate the hydrodynamic wavelength 

effect. This provided the opportunity to measure each parameter impact separately without CHF 

and instability wavelength-related limitations in pool boiling. Water was used as working fluid at 

atmospheric pressure due to its ease of use and wide application in heat pipes and vapor chambers. 

The experimental data were compared with those of a bare copper surface and prediction models 

to measure improvements and validate the results. Also, the thickness of the wick and distance of 

particles in the monolayer wick were investigated. The results showed that the three-layer wick 

fabricated with 100 m copper particles in single-step sintering achieved the highest CHF of 179 

W/cm2 at 33.5°C superheat (38% improvement compared with the monolayer wick), with the 
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maximum HTC of 5.6 W/(cm2-K) at a superheat of 27.5 °C. At the same time, the best HTC 

achieved by the double-layer wick made of 100 m particles in multi-step sintering was 6.5 W/ 

(cm2-K) at a superheat of 16.7 °C. The enhancements in CHF and HTC were the result of improved 

capillary liquid supply to the heated surface and increased evaporation sites, respectively. 

Although the single-layer wick provided a thin effective evaporative layer, due to the smaller 

lateral flow rate, the wick faced partial dryout. The two-layer wicks achieved better results for 

CHF compared with the one-layer, and even the three-layer wicks that were produced in several 

steps. The three-layer wick made of 100 m particles, which was sintered in one step, performed 

better than two-layer wicks and the three-layer wick sintered in multiple steps. Fabricating the 

three-layer wicks with one-step sintering indicated that lower CHF results were related to reduced 

permeability due to the deformation in particles that impacted the void space between the particles 

[124]. The summary of the results is provided in Table 4.  

Table 4. CHF, wick superheat at CHF, maximum HTC, wick superheat at maximum 

HTC, and minimum wick thermal resistance for tested samples 

Wick structure type 
qCHF 

(W/cm2) 

TCHF 

(K) 

Max. HTC 

(W/cm2 K) 

T @ Max. HTC, 

(K) 

Rth,min 

(K/(W/cm2) Particle size, (m) 
No. of 

layers 

Bare surface 0 151 30.6 5.0 28.0 0.1984 

30 1 135 37.8 4.1 30.9 0.2446 

60 1 171 27.5 6.2 22.4 0.1608 

100 1 130 53.6 3.4 26.8 0.2961 

100, Ls = 150 m 1 133 29.0 4.9 24.8 0.2043 

200 1 No CHF was measured due to operation limit 

100 2 170 32.7 6.5 16.7 0.1542 

100 3 158 38.8 4.1 38.8 0.2430 

100 (single-step sintering) 3 179 33.5 5.6 27.5 0.1667 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

4.1 Objectives 

The application of porous and modulated surfaces in boiling and evaporation enhancement 

is widely accepted in thermal management systems that use liquid supplied arteries to keep the 

evaporation site wet. Well-known examples of these systems are heat pipes and vapor chambers, 

which are artery evaporator systems. These systems consist of hot and cold sinks, and heat removal 

from the hot surface relies on the latent heat of evaporation. The main objectives of this research 

were to utilize 3D engineered capillary evaporators for CHF and HTC improvement 

experimentally and provide fundamental insight into the pool boiling and design parameters in 

vapor chambers, and thermal management device design.  

4.2 Observation 

The proposed innovative 3D wick structure was tested in pool boiling experimentally, and 

it was observed that in addition to substantial superheat reduction, i.e., 28%, the monolayer wick 

improved the CHF by 20%, and the columnar and mushroom posts enhanced the CHF by 65% and 

87%, respectively, compared with the plain surface. The hydrodynamic limit was discussed, and 

it was observed that these enhancements were achieved by actively reducing the hydrodynamic 

instability wavelength to m= 3.5 mm from the anticipated wavelength on the planar surface of  

= 14 mm, through columnar posts as the primary liquid supply path. The CHF was further 

increased up to 2.5-fold compared with the plain surface by further reducing the hydrodynamic 

instability wavelength to m = 1 mm. These experimental results are in a good agreement with the 

prediction using the Zuber model with a modified hydrodynamic instability, m, i.e., the pitch 
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distance between the posts. Further CHF improvement using the 3D wicks was limited by the 

current manufacturing limit of the multi-step sintering process, i.e., manufacturing artery posts 

with less than 1 mm diameter using 200 m particles is quite challenging. A smaller particle size 

(< 200 m) could be utilized at the expense of reduced permeability. To further improve the HTC, 

especially at low heat flux, the mushroom wick was introduced and tested to examine effectively 

thinning the liquid film through the monolayer wick. The mushroom wick showed a minor HTC 

improvement at low heat flux, i.e., q > 25 W/cm2, while the CHF was quite similar to that of the 

posts wick. Note that the mushroom wick significantly delayed complete surface dryout by the 

continuous supply of liquid through the mushroom cap, i.e., it allowed for a doubling of the wick 

superheat at CHF, compared with that of the columnar posts (no mushroom cap). 

The CHF and HTC of the 3D wicks were examined in the vapor chamber under capillary-driven 

liquid flow without a hydrodynamic instability flow limit, i.e., using an upside-down wick test 

setup, and the wicks were fabricated with 30–200 m copper particles. The role of individual 

parameters like particle size, distance, number of layers in the wick, and the impact of fabrication 

techniques were studied experimentally for monolayer wicks, and the highest CHF observed was 

171 W/cm2 at a superheat of 27.5 °C, i.e., a 13% improvement compared with the bare surface, 

with a maximum HTC of 6.2 W/(cm2-K) at a superheat of  22.4 °C was achieved with 60 m 

packed sintered copper practices. These results are in compliance with theoretical predictions 

[110].  

However, theoretically the monolayer wicks were supposed to provide better HTC owing 

to the reduced thermal resistance, and the CHF and HTC for these wicks were also controlled by 

permeability and lateral flow resistance. Testing the one-, two- and three-layer wicks made of 100 

m particles showed that two-layer wicks in general are the optimal situation if multi-step sintering 
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is applied. The highest CHF of 170 W/cm2 at a 32.7 °C superheat, with a maximum HTC of 6.5 

W/(cm2-K) at a superheat of 16.7 °C was achieved by the 100 m multi-step sintered copper 

practices. The three-layer wick made by multi-step sintering only achieved a CHF of 158 W/cm2 

at a 38.8 °C superheat, with a maximum HTC of 4.1 W/(cm2-K) at the same superheat, for which 

both CHF and HTC showed a 8% and 58% reduction, respectively, compared with that of the 

double-layer wick. The thermal performance of the three-layer wick was affected by the 

manufacturing technique, as the multiple sintering method caused reduced permeability and thus 

increased flow resistance in wick. A single-step sintered wick made with 100 m particles with 

three layers was tested, and achieved a CHF of 179 W/cm2 at a 33.5 °C superheat, i.e., 38% 

enhancement compared with that of the monolayer wick, which was the highest CHF of all tested 

samples. 

In addition to the size of the particles and the thickness of the wick, the particle distance 

effect was investigated with 100 m copper particles. The size of the particles and distances were 

related, as both simultaneously affect the permeability and effective evaporative thickness of the 

wick. The experiment results showed that by changing the particle distance from 100 m to 150 

m in the monolayer wick fabricated with 100 mm particles, the HTC of monolayer improved by 

44% due to the lowered thermal resistance and improved permeability. Regarding the CHF, there 

was no significant improvement, i.e., 3%, because in the competition between permeability and 

capillary, the impact of the capillary effect was more dominant for CHF improvement.    

In general, CHF enhancement using modulated surfaces can be achieved by controlling the 

instability wavelength, and the HTC is affected the most by the evaporative wick characteristics.   

4.3 Future Work  

The results of this study experimentally show that 3D capillary evaporators can improve 
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CHF and HTC through the separation of vapor and liquid in evaporation, and the effective supply 

of fluid by capillary-assisted arteries; however, to determine the optimal design parameters in 

industrial-scale applications, new manufacturing techniques need to be developed. Current 

sintered particles are inherently fragile, and in order to take advantage of their phenomenal 

influence in thermal management systems, the application of 3D printers or laser that enable us to 

create sophisticated structures with controlled quality is essential for advancing experimentation 

to the next level, and making the structures practically applicable. To further understand the effect 

of design parameters, testing a wide range of sintered wicks made with differently sized particles 

is recommended. In this way, a combination of maximum porosity and permeability can be 

achieved at the same time, which will lead to the optimal design of wicks and expand the 

applicability of the findings presented here.  
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